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Backwater Habitats



Braided Side Channels



Schedule

• Miles 2 & 3 -- Part 1
 Construction: Summer 2016

• Miles 2 & 3 -- Part 2
 90–100% Design: Spring – Winter 2016
 Construction:           Summer 2017

• Miles 4, 5, and 6
 Preliminary Design:  Spring – Summer 2016
 30%-100% Design:     Fall 2016 – Winter 2017
 Construction: 2018 – 2023
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U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers

The Corps is partnering with the Water Agency 
through TWO Corps programs.
1. Continuing Authorities Program (CAP)

• Quick and nimble process 
• Allows the Corps to help with Miles 2&3

2. General Investigation Program
• Longer more involved process
• Allows the Corps to help with Miles 4-6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cap 1st work
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U.S. Army 
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U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers

The Corps is partnering with the Water Agency through TWO 
Corps restoration programs to contribute funding as well as 
planning, design, and construction expertise.

o The CAP study will contribute to Miles 2&3.

o The General Investigation study will contribute to Miles 4-6.

The Corps requires a complex planning process that is 
running parallel to the Water Agency’s planning efforts.

• No duplication of effort - Corps process uses information already 
gathered.

• The Water Agency and Corps will collaborate on the construction of 
habitat projects

• The Water Agency will continue to take the lead on all property owner 
negotiations and easements

• The Water Agency is responsible for long term maintenance of the 
project

Corps Involvement Take Away
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U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers

Constructed

Miles 2 & 3 Potential Sites
• Includes Water Agency funded project & 

Corps CAP project (costs shared)
• To be constructed in 2016 & 2017

Miles 4-6 Potential Sites 
• Subreaches currently in the Corps’ General 

Investigation study
• Projects costs are shared between the 

Corps and Water Agency

Dry Creek Projects Overview



A Salmon Safe Harbor Agreement for Dry Creek

Bob Coey and Dan Wilson – NMFS West 
Coast Region
March 2016

A mechanism to provide assurances to non-federal landowners who voluntarily enhance habitat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Dry Creek habitat enhancement project has a lot of moving parts to it, and one of those parts is the Programmatic Safe Harbor Agreement, which we’ve developed with Sonoma County Water Agency.Safe Harbor Agreements are a tool of the ESA to provide incentives for landowners who voluntarily enhance habitat. While the National Fish and Wildlife Service has completed hundreds of these – the National Marine Fisheries Service has not completed a Safe Harbor Agreement ever – though nationally now there are at least three in development.  All three are being developed here on the California Coast.  The Dry Creek Valley Safe Harbor Agreement will be the first for federally listed salmon and steelhead, and the first in the Nation completed for NMFS.  



What is the Dry Creek Valley Programmatic Safe Harbor Agreement?

• A 35 year long voluntary agreement between NMFS and Sonoma County Water 
Agency

• Identifies Management Activities that provide a Net Conservation Benefit for listed 
salmon and steelhead

• Management Activities: providing access for construction and maintenance of Habitat 
Enhancement Projects (HEP’s) and monitoring of HEP’s, habitat and fish

• SCWA will hold an Endangered Species Act (ESA) Permit to enroll landowners in 
voluntary Cooperative Agreements 

• NMFS will provide cooperators ESA protection for Routine Viticulture Activities within 
their enrolled property, as described by a Farm Plan for up to 35 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re: Cooperative Agreements…..This is a voluntary programParticipation in the HEP does not require a safe harbor agreement from NMFSParticipation in the AGREEMENT does require access for the constructing HEP’s, management and monitoring



Elements of a Cooperative Agreement 
• Routine Viticulture Activities

• Including: cultivation, replanting, irrigation including frost protection, harvesting, 
transportation, erosion control, removal of trash and invasive plants; and BMP’s

• NMFS Responsibilities
• Provide Safe Harbor Assurances 

• SCWA Responsibilities
• Construct and manage the HEPs
• Monitor HEPs, fish and habitat conditions on enrolled properties

• Landowner Responsibilities
• Allow access to SCWA for the management of HEPs 
• Avoid undertaking activities that degrade the HEP’s
• Follow BMPs according to their Farm Plan to avoid or minimize impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Elements of a Cooperative Agreement include:Description of a landowners farm and farming activities including……The agreement defines the responsibilities for each party:For NMFS it’s to provide Safe Harbor Assurance which I’ll further describe in a moment ……. For the Water Agency it’s………..For landowners it’s………..
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Farm Plans and BMP’s for Viticulture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In crafting the agreement we acknowledge that there has already been a lot of really good work in developing Best Management Practices within the farming community together with oversight from various regulatory agencies, and NGO’s Rather than reinvent the wheel, we wanted to acknowledge these programs and rely upon Farm Plans and BMP’s already developed to describe farms and farming activities on enrolled properties, which we will review and approve prior to entering into a cooperative agreement   
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NMFS Safe Harbor Assurances

As long as the HEP’s are maintained, Cooperators are assured:

•     ESA protections for Viticulture Activities on each enrolled property

•    No new restrictions – resulting from the ESA

• A voluntary agreement allowing the landowner:
• protection from “take” prohibitions of the ESA that are allowed under the permit
• regulatory assurances until the agreement is no longer in place
• to opt out at any time
• to return to an agreed upon Elevated Baseline condition on enrolled property at 

the end of the agreement 
• renewal of the agreement as long as all parties agree

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As long as the HEP’s are maintained, Cooperators are assured:•     ESA protections for Viticulture Activities  as described in their Farm Plan •    No new restrictions – ‘No Surprises’ resulting from the ESAA voluntary agreement allowing the landowner:protection from “take” prohibitions of the ESA that are allowed under the permituntil the agreement is no longer in place from either opting out, or expiration to return property to an agreed upon Elevated Baseline condition  essentially means  no infringement upon the habitat enhancements, and no ESA coverage for farming activities that would reduce the baseline of those conditions  There is also the ability to renew the agreement as long as both parties agree



Existing vs. Elevated Baseline Condition

Elevated BaselineExisting Conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is this concept of an Elevated Baseline?	It is essentially the existing conditions of the habitat surrounding the stream plus the post project conditions of enhancement



What’s in it for NMFS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What it’s in it for NOAA Fisheries?Obviously, we’re in it for the fish…fish need healthy streams…. we’re are an agency under the Department of Commerce…..so healthy habitat from sustainable farming  and a healthy economy also meet our mission goalsNMFS has ESA responsibilities for recovery of salmon and steelheadHabitat enhancement is a key element to that recovery - Private landowners hold that key, and we need their partnership and participation. 



What’s in it for landowners?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s in it for landowners?Though our priorities may be different,  we want the same thing and we CAN work together…We offer:‘‘Safe Harbor Assurances’’ NMFS on their enrolled propertyRegulatory certainty for up to 35 years through ESA protections for farming activities We offer an incentive for landowners to maintain critical habitat, providing fish the time and space they need to regain their populationsAnd an agreement from government to work collaboratively with landowners towards recovery, which is in everyone’s best interest



Further Questions?

Contact:
Bob Coey - NMFS
707-575-6090
bob.coey@noaa.gov

David Manning – SCWA
707- 547 -1988
dmanning@scwa.ca.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to thank the Water Agency and their staff for participating in the development of this agreement, as well as the landowners in Mile 1, and the farming community which helped to craft certain elements of the agreement. So far we’ve received a favorable response, and after todays signing we hope we will be contacted by more landowners to participate

mailto:bob.coey@noaa.gov
mailto:dmanning@scwa.ca.gov
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Project Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Estuary extends from the river mouth at the Pacific Ocean upstream for approximately 7 RM (11 river km) to the confluence with Austin Creek at the community of Duncans Mills.The river mouth is subject to closure as a result of deposition of sands and formation of a barrier beach.  This may happen at any time of year, but occurs primarily in the late spring and fall.When the barrier beach forms and closes the river mouth, the resulting lagoon backwaters as water surface elevations increase, nearly doubling the length of estuary from 7 RM (11 RKm) to 13 RM (21 RKm) when it is in lagoon condition.The increasing water surface elevations inundates river beaches and threatens to flood low-lying structures along the estuary.  The increased freshwater depths in the Estuary also provide an opportunity to enhance rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids.



Beach Management Activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11 barrier beach closures4 artificial breaching events3 barrier beach closures in management season2 self-breaches, 1 late season closure ended in artificial breach 2 weeks after end of management season



Monitoring

• Fisheries
• Invertebrates
• Pinnipeds
• Water quality
• Physical process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention BML monitoring





Jetty Study alternatives



Fish Habitat Flows and Water 
Rights Project

• Draft EIR
– Minimum instream flow requirements
– Hydrologic index
– Existing water rights

• Public Review
• Final EIR



Public Comments and Questions
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